**Comeback kids**

Knights rebound late to win the final game against TCU, 8-6 — SEE SPORTS, A19

**Long-distance love knows no bounds**

Couples battle distance with e-mails, text messaging and phone calls

**New bail hearing for 4 charged in 71 murder**

Researchers plan to integrate robots into U.S. war machine
ROCK IS DEAD: LONG LIVE PAPER AND PENCILS

Rock Paper Scissors Club teaches ins, outs and strategies of everyone's favorite childhood game.

MARIA DE VERA Writer

Read, set, shoot!
The game Rock, Paper, Scissors has become more than just a hobby — it's a way of life.
The Rock Paper Scissors Club held its first meeting on Feb. 7 in the Student Union. The club is intended to enhance abilities and increase knowledge of the different types of strategies in Rock Paper Scissors. Some people think the game is for entertainment purposes only, but for others, it's a skill.

"RPS is more than just a hobby. A hobby is something you do on weekends to take up space. While RPS is useful in everyday life," said Stephanie Garfith, a 19-year-old radiological sciences major and president of RPS Club.

UCF graduate John Davidson thought up the idea of the RPS Club and visited on his sister, Rosie, a 20-year-old hospital management major and vice president of RPS Club.

From then on, Rosie and Garfith decided to take the initiative to create a club that would stand out from the ordinary.

COMBOS THAT KILL

Below are the common strategies used when competing against your opponent.

Rock (R) Scissors (S) Paper (P) Lizard (L) Spock (SP)
R S P L SP
S P R L SP
P L S R SP
L S P R SP
SP R S P L

The Counseling Center • A flexible • Affordable
Grad App (your first step to a graduate degree)
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FREE DRINKS for all 21+ until MIDNIGHT!
$2 domestics and 8 for 1 shot after Midnight!
VIP guests enjoy $100 bottles of Grey Goose Vodka,$100 Bacardi flavors or Rain Vodka, $150 Bomb Bucket.[Jagermeister bottle or Three Olive and six Red Bulls]
Ladies 21+ enjoy FREE cover unti MIDNIGHT. Discounted admission ALL NIGHT with COLLEGE ID.
VIP guests enjoy $100 bottles of Grey Goose Vodka,$100 Bacardi flavors or Rain Vodka, $150 Bomb Bucket.[Jagermeister bottle or Three Olive and six Red Bulls]

Miss Club Paris USA, a Reality TV Show "THAT'S WHAT'S UP" COMING SOON

Like Fred S. to THAT'S WHAT'S UP!

Event Sponsors:
- Office of Undergraduate Studies
- College of Education
- Student Development & Enrollment Services - Campus Life
- Metropolis Center for Regional Studies
- Quality Enhancement Program
- Office of Diversity Initiatives

FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
www.connectingthecommunity.ucf.edu
Elections passed a law last week aimed at lowering property insurance rates, but many of the changes take effect only until June 1. So Gov. Charlie Crist and the Cabinet on Tuesday passed an emergency rule to begin limiting or promoting prices until then.

Money also often prevents cancellations or rate increases toward the end of the year, because during hurricane season, which starts June 1, companies can’t raise rates without a lengthy notice period. In a motion filed Monday with the District Court of Appeal in Tallahassee, the Florida Insurance Commission, which represents 40 insurance companies doing business in the state, asked a judge to block Crist and asked the court to quash it.

The insurance trade group said it filed the motion because the state has “wreaked havoc and confusion, not only among insurers but also policyholders throughout the state.”

The group cited the possibility of chaotic situations where it may be “clear whether some policiesholder are covered or not.”

---

**NATION & WORLD**

The Associated Press

---

Joker Neal disputes big issue of dissertation

**REIGNING** - A hard-nosed dissertation pact that the nation has to hold its nuclear programs in exchange for lifting sanctions doesn’t necessarily mean that the nation will hold its nuclear programs in exchange for a potentially trouble-filled future.

In a sign of potential problems to come, North Korea’s state news agency said the country was receiving 1 million tons of oil for a “temporarily suspension” of its nuclear facilities — not failed to mention the full disarmament for which the agreement calls.

It wasn’t clear if the report represented an attempt by the government to backtrack on the deal, or was simply a statement of fact for a deeply impoverished domestic audience that Pyongyang subscribers have relied on around the nuclear program as a cause for national pride.

The accord, complained of as a Chinese government guest-hostages by negotiators from six countries after two months of talks, lays out an ambitious agenda. It sets a firm 18-month timetable for North Korea to seal its main nuclear reactor and begin accounting for other programs.

---

**LOCAL & STATE**

**ASSOCIATED PRESS**

---

Alpha Xi Delta sends love to everyone on Valentine’s Day

Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S.
316 N. Alafaya Trail, Suite 701
(From home) 873-4968

---

**USF**

Grad App (your first step to a graduate degree)

---

**LOCAL & STATE**

**ASSOCIATED PRESS**

---

Cheney not testy in CA leak case

**WASHINGTON** - Neither Vice President Dick Cheney nor former aides I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby will testify in Libby’s perjury and obstruction trial in the CIA leakage case, according to Tuesday’s attorney for the CIA. Defense attorney Theodore Wells said he believed Cheney’s lawyer over lunch that his testimony would not be needed. Wells also said he planned to rest his case without calling Libby.

In December, Wells announced that he would call Cheney as a defense witness. Libby’s lawyer said at the time that there had been the first time that a sitting vice president would have sat as a witness in a criminal trial.

Libby is accused of lying and obstructing the investiga-
tion into the 2005 leak of CIA operative Valerie Plame’s identity. Plame is married to Vice President Dick Cheney.

Defense attorneys say they plan to rest their case Thursday, but first they want to question three CIA officials to demonstrate Libby’s Daily Show interview was an igno-
rence of lying by Libby to investigators about his convers-
ation with reporters regarding Plame.

---

**WASHINGTON**

---

Valentine’s Day smiles

Arias, D.D.S.

---
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**LOCAL & STATE**

**ASSOCIATED PRESS**
Hollinger defends ties to Hitt

Board of Trustees, the organization that makes the decisions on major policies for the university.

"You should see someone who you can talk to and who is approachable," Hollinger said. "They should be able to carry themselves in front of administrators.

As a member of the President's Leadership Council, Hollinger argued that he already developed a relationship with the administration that would be beneficial as president.

"My concern with the Board of Trustees issue is that the candidates will work for the administration, not the administration," Engold said.

Engold said he would fight the administration's decisions if he felt it was needed, citing the decision made by the Board of Trustees to meet over spring break, which students will not be attending classes. He said he would fight for changing the schedule so more students will be able to attend.

Hollinger argued you can catch more flies with honey than with vinegar. "It thinks the biggest thing we'll see here is who can get along with everyone," Hollinger said. "Will it be the ones who are constantly fighting or those who have a healthy tension with the administration?"

All candidates said they planned to improve the relationship with the UCF Police Department in the hopes of upgrading campus safety. Portush also said he wants to expand the Safety Escort Patrol Service.

"Number one (priority) is campus safety," Portush said. "How many times a week do you hear about a robbery at a place with the word 'Pegasus' in front of it? We want students to feel safe at night..."

Hollinger proposed working with housing to improve lighting in off-campus housing and possibly building fences around the communities.

Students are encouraged to contact the candidates with any additional questions they might have.

The election starts on Monday, Feb. 19 and runs until 5 p.m. Feb. 21.

---

**Crispers Presents**

**Free Food 101**

**The UCF Guide**

You come to Orlando to learn new things, party, meet new people, party, expand your understanding of the world and receive the education you need to make your way in the world. Right? Okay, here's your first lesson. Eat right and stay healthy.

The information is fun.

Best way to eat right (and save money) is to come to Crispers. We've got incredible garden fresh gourmet salads, hearty sandwich wraps, soups, stews, pastas, and for the occasional splurge, a selection of desserts, sundaes, milk shakes, and frozen treats that will knock your socks right off your feet. If you happen to be wearing socks.

Better yet: we now offer a huge selection of delicious HQP entree items.

Example: our Big Big Baked potato, covered in all kinds of yummy stuff, like pinto peas, Tex-Mex chicken, and more. Plus there's a variety of flat breads with toppings that are great as a snack or a complete meal. Then, we've got new HOT-tosted sandwiches, which includes the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably:

Plenty to eat, and it's all good. Plus, you'll SAVE $2 on any menu item you order over $4.99.

**S2 OFF**

SAVE $2 off any single menu item priced over $4.99 - including our new selection of HQP entree items.

**FREE SMOOTHIE**

Purchase any menu item at $4.99 or receive one of our cool, delicious Smoothies, FREE!

To see all our menu selections, click on www.crispers.com.

---

**ROCK STAR LUXURY**

**INDIVIDUAL LEASES & ROOMMATE MATCHING**

CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FAR FROM THE DORMS

universityhouse.com

Affordable luxury, amenities designed around student life.
RPS championship belt coveted

Jebailey said that he was excited about the chance to reach college students. "It's a demographic that we currently do not reach," he said. "We want to be able to reach more different audiences.

Florida Today is owned by the Gannett Company which owns USA Today and more than 1,000 other newspapers across the country.

Jebailey said that being owned by such a large company will have its perks for UCF students.

"There's growth potential for students in terms of internships," he said.

Mikolajczyk echoed that statement.

"My hope is that students who want to continue in journalism and advertising will get to explore the opportunities that Gannett and USA Today have to offer," he said.

Despite the change, Jebailey said that readers won't notice much, if any difference.

"They'll get the same quality product that we have built up for years," he said.

RPS championship belt coveted


"The Marriott Way"

Sweet Heart Special

Two Beef OR Chicken Burritos
2 Beverages; 2 Cookies and a Chips and Salsa to share for:
$19.99

Avalon Park & Oviedo
Tijuana Flats locations ONLY
Coupon effective
02/14/2007 – 02/17/2007

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF located on University Blvd!

Future sold to Florida Today

TROY MILLER
Knight Publishing

Knigt Publishing, the company that owns the Central Florida Future, was purchased by Florida Today, company officials announced Tuesday.

"I'm at a point in my life where the timing is right to bring on a corporation that can improve the newspaper even more," former owner Hudson Jehle said.
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In an interview, Austin and other detractors portrayed them as... — CURTIS AUSTIN

They [the BPP] were not the angels their ardent supporters... insist they were. Neither were they the demons their detractors portrayed them as.

Four days after the book signing at UCF, Taylor was arrested and videos of his appearance were posted on YouTube by English professor Kevin Meehan, a co-signer of the book signing and a friend of Austin's. The videos were taken down on Jan. 28 at the request of Taylor's attorneys. In an email written to the Miami Herald, Meehan regretted having posted the videos.

The legacy of the Black Panther movement has been addressed by many books and documentaries, but Austin's book offers a fresh perspective on the group's origins and activities. The BPP was founded in 1966 by Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale with the aim of protecting African Americans from police brutality and advocating for self-defense. The group's fiery rhetoric and public demonstrations often led to conflicts with law enforcement, resulting in arrests and violence.

According to Austin, the BPP was not only a force for political change, but also a movement that challenged conventional definitions of masculinity and gender roles. "They were not angels," he said. "They were not gods. They were not the demons their detractors portrayed them as."
Robot researchers develop multi-use tech applications

Mid Florida Dermatologists Associates, P.A.
Dermatology & Dermatologic Surgery
Laurisl, Mays-P., A.C.
National Certified Physician Assistant
829 Woodbury Rd, Suite 103
Orlando, FL 32828
For Appointments: 407-299-7331
www.rafamedcor.com

Robotic vacuum cleaner that works

UF to host CMAA conference in 2006
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Pay by the month, not by the minute. $40 a month.

Unlimited long distance and local, anytime.

For just $40 a month and no contract, you can talk anytime and never run out of minutes. Cool phones, state-of-the-art network, and all the calls you can make. Including long distance.


www.metropcs.com

888.8metro8
Tulane, Rice up next for Knights

"We were searching for some people to give us a little bit more energy and activity than some of our normal group has."

— SPOKESMAN 2007

By CHRIS HOYLE

Knights drop 2-1 decision to UNF

Baseball beats No. 15 TCU to improve to 2-3 on the season

BY BRIAN MURPHY

Our five-lining when sophomore outfielder Chad Hartman slapped a single to right field, driving in sophomore catcher Steve Bревелл and sophomore second baseman Nick Chase. The hit cut the Knights’ deficit to 6-3.

With the hit, Hartman raised his average to .238 for the season.

The Knights took the lead with three runs in the eighth inning without one ball reaching the outfield.

With men on first and second and no one out, sophomore shortstop Eric Kaliherman bunted the ball back to junior pitcher Sam Dennis. Dennis tried to throw the lead runner out at third, but his throw pulled admi-

On the mound, senior Wilson fired a win, and the Knights travel the Knights with a 3-3 record in the weekend.

"Definitely we were tired from playing today and we had great pressure with the pinch-hitters that came in, but we were aggressive and the ball got hit back to us," said Dennis.

The hit cut the Knights’ deficit to 6-3.

With men on first and second and no one out, sophomore shortstop Eric Kaliherman bunted the ball back to junior pitcher Sam Dennis. Dennis tried to throw the lead runner out at third, but his throw pulled admi-

The comeback began in the fifth inning when sophomore outfielder Chad Hartman slapped a single to right field, driving in sophomore catcher Steve Bревелл and sophomore second baseman Nick Chase. The hit cut the Knights’ deficit to 6-3.

With the hit, Hartman raised his average to .238 for the season.

The Knights took the lead with three runs in the eighth inning without one ball reaching the outfield.

With men on first and second and no one out, sophomore shortstop Eric Kaliherman bunted the ball back to junior pitcher Sam Dennis. Dennis tried to throw the lead runner out at third, but his throw pulled admi-
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The Knights snapped two-game win streak with loss to Rice

UCF finishes with win

Knickers struggle in opening tourney

Knicks look to crack Accord for a second time on Saturday

The UCF Women’s Basketball team scored their two games when they opened the season. The team scored off the first week of the season when the Owls beat the Knights, 72-67. The team is now 8-17 and 3-9 in Friday night. The Owls took advantage of two
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To better understand the situation in Iraq, it's necessary to grasp the context in which the conflict is unfolding.

**Iraqi Fighters:**

Iraqi fighters, particularly those from the Badr Corps, have been trained by the Iranian Revolutionary Guards and are part of the Supreme Council for Islamic Revolution in Iraq (SCIRI's) power base. SCIRI's influence in Iraqi politics continues to grow, and its activities are closely linked to Iran's strategic interests in the region.

**Cultural Considerations:**

The growing use of media exposure as a political tool is evident in Iraq. Iraqi digestive ministers, such as Petroleum Minister Abu Musab al-Musawi, have been portrayed in various media formats to enhance their public image. For instance, the media has portrayed al-Musawi as a modern day tenor, despite his alleged cigarette smoking.

**Media Satire:**

In the context of Iraq's media coverage, there have been instances where journalists have used satire to highlight political issues. For example, some reports have humorously depicted al-Musawi singing in a private school in Indonesia, which was then juxtaposed against his role as a political figure in modern Iraq.

**Conclusion:**

The use of media in Iraq serves multiple purposes, from propaganda to satire. As the situation in Iraq continues to evolve, it's crucial to monitor how media is being utilized to shape public perception and influence political discourse.
Low on Dough?  

Earn Cash While Helping Others!

Mid Florida Biologicals has new donor programs that YOU may qualify for.

Your participation can help protect yourself and others all while earning Extra $$$$.

Call today to see if you qualify! 407-626-4248 or 866-626-4248

---

### Classifieds

**OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE®**

**OPENING SOON • OVIEDO**

The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun, food and great People will be opening soon.

Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks

Apply in Person

**Hiring Hours Monday – Friday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.**

At our Hiring Trailer in front of our building

**162 EAST MICHIGAN HAMROCK ROAD OVIEDO**

**INTERSECTION OF ALABAMA RAIL & MICHIGAN HAMROCK ROAD IN THE LATITUDE CENTER**

**Employment Opportunity  (407) 275-9300**

---

**EARN UP TO $170/MO. donating plasma regularly**

**SPECIAL $10 OFFER**

**I'M A STUDENT AND A PLASMA DONOR**

---

**HORSES! HORSES! HORSES!**

WILLIHAM DRESSAGE now hiring for AM-shift.

Perfect schedule for College Student or Parent with school age children. Win/beat or just enjoy an experience.

Lot: 8 a.m., 4 p.m., 10 a.m., 6 p.m. Flex hours.

**Call 407-586-9411 for appointment to apply.**

---

**CARRABBA'S INDIANA BURN **

**NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS**

Applying in person

Monday-Saturday, 10am to 6pm

Lake Bryan

8702 Vineyard Avenue

Orlando, FL 32821

(407) 938-0015

Inequal opportunity employer

---

**WetnWild is NOW HIRING**

**The Following Positions:**

- Lifeguard - Merchandise - Food & Beverage - Cargo - Food Preparation - Coat Check - Admin - Guest Relations - Retail

**Great Benefits Including:**

- Free Admission
- Free Quality Time - College Tuition Assistance - Incentive Pay - Holidays

**Apply Now:**

- Call 407-956-1770
- Send your resume to WetnWildوظ Orlando: wetnWild Orlando
- Visit WetnWild Orlando - Apply online today

---

**ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS!**

**WE'RE EXPLORING WITH OPPORTUNITIES!**

**DialAmerica**

**$350-$450/wk average**

- Join us in the new and fast
- Guaranteed base pay
- Weekly paychecks
- Flexible schedule AM/PM
- Growth opportunities

**Call and get the job you want today!**

---

**FILE CLERK NEEDED**

Part time position available in South Orlando. Flexible schedule. 10-12 hours per week.

Filing, phones, general office assistance. $10.00 per hour.

Fax resume to S. Serrano at 407-351-2926 or e-mail sserrano2@earthlink.net.

---

**EOE**
Orlando’s best student living

huge private bedrooms & private bathrooms
large walk-in closets
individual leases
fully furnished units
high-speed internet included
cable television included (Alafaya Club only)
full-size washer and dryer in each unit
tanning bed & fitness center
less than one mile to UCF

THE VILLAGE AT
ALAFAYA CLUB

3100 Alafaya Club Dr. | 407.482.9990
thevillageatalafayaclub.com

THE VILLAGE AT
SCIENCE DRIVE

2913 Einstein Way | 407.384.7080
thevillageatsciencedrive.com
ShopLocal on OrlandoSentinel.com

deals for divas!

Find deals online and at stores near you.

search by:

brand names,
local stores,
categories

› clothing & apparel
› consumer electronics
› computers and software
› home and garden
› furniture
› and more!